A method of diffracted beam interferometry (DBI) used to measure the mean inner potential of amorphous material epilayers is demonstrated with the potential to determine the amorphous material's structure factor [1] . An a-C epilayer on a single crystal Au substrate is used as an example. High contrast fringes were produced from the symmetric interference of the 220g and -2-2-2g beams of Au. The phase shifts within the interferogram due to the amorphous epilayers material are of interest because they represent the thickness and atomic structure factor, which to date has not been solved because of the missing phase information. A phase measurement relative to the vacuum as the reference, the truly desired phase information necessary for determining the absolute thickness and structure factor of the amorphous material, is obtainable using this amplitude spitting method. In this method an amorphous epilayer exists or is placed on the surface of a thin crystal. Symmetric Bragg diffracted beams from the crystal are used to equally carry the amplitude and phase of the amorphous material. The two symmetric beams have equal but opposite phase, i.e., + g hkl, which cancel when interfered using a biprism (Fig. 1) leaving two times the amorphous phase information,
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A pseudo-planar beam passes through the amorphous layer, picks up its phase information, and is then carried through the thin crystal, which produces two carrier beams that are interfered as presented earlier.
This method of beam interference offers the ability to accurately determine the thicknesses of the amorphous epilayer (Fig 2) and holds promise for determining the phase of short-and long-range structures of amorphous materials [3] . 
